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DC Chair’s 
Statement 2021
Annual Report for the year ended  
31 December 2021
Bruce Rigby, Chair of the MMC UK Pension Fund, provides the
annual DC Chair’s Statement which you can read overleaf.

MMC UK Pension Fund
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GOVERNANCE  
OF  THE FUND
In line with The Pension Regulator’s code of 
practice, our DC strategy covers six key areas 
that impact on members’ outcomes and 
experience of the Fund: 

 Safe custody of assets

 Prompt and accurate  administration service

 Suitable investment  arrangements

 Value for members

 Clear and engaging  communications

 Strong governance  framework allowing 
 ongoing suitability

The Trustee discusses DC issues at each of its 
quarterly board meetings as well as delegating 
certain aspects to its:

 Investment Committee – oversight of  
manager performance and the investment 
platform

 Finance and Operations Committee – 
oversight of the administration of the Fund 

The key aim is to help members achieve  
a good outcome for life after work.

DATA HIGHLIGHTS-  
31 DEC 2021 

PLSA RETIREMENT LIVING STANDARDS

The standard contribution 
structure for the Fund is  
a matching structure of  
1:3 (member/Company) for 
member contributions up 
to 4%. If you are an active 
member you can change your 
contribution in Prosper during 
the monthly selection window 
(1st to 20th each month). 

The graphic below show the value of the pension pot at ages 40, 50 
and 65. As shown there is a significant increase in savings when the 
member contributes 4% to 2%.

The PLSA have published the amount they believe that a single person or 
couple would need in retirement to meet a certain standard of living:   

2%  
member 

contribution

Age 40 Age 50 Age 65

4%  
member 

contribution

2%

3%

4%

6%

9%

12%

£1,189.1 
million

21,779 
membership

£54,000 

25 
funds/lifestyle  

strategies

CONTRIBUTION STRUCTURE & 
WORKED EXAMPLE

£0

£0

£34,230

£68,460

£119,995

£239,991

Projections of how fees impact pot sizes can be found in the 2021 Chair’s Statement on www.pensions.uk.mmc.com

Total fund savings

Membership

Average member 
account

Member 
investment choice

MINIMUM MODERATE COMFORTABLE

Single £11k p.a. £21k p.a. £34k p.a.

Couple £17k p.a. £31k p.a. £50k p.a.

Shopping £41/£67 p.w. £47/£74 p.w. £59/£94 p.w.

Transport bicycle/no car 3yr old car replaced  
every 10 yrs

x2 cars replaced 
every 5yrs

Holiday UK: 1 week and 1 
long weekend

Europe 2 weeks & 
UK 1 long weekend

Europe 3 weeks

Will you have enough in retirement? Log onto OneView for the modelling tools to better 
understand what you will need.

Assumptions
 • Member joins  

Fund at age 40.
 • Earns salary of  

£35,000 p.a.
 • Salary grows at  

2.5% p.a.
 • Investments return  

3% p.a. (net of fees).

HIGHLIGHTS (Year ended 31 December 2021)
Each year the Trustee prepares a ‘Chair’s Statement’ that describes how the Fund has been governed in members’ interests. 
Here are some highlights for the year ended 31 December 2021

https://v3.merceroneview.co.uk/mmcpensions/login
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VALUE FOR MEMBERS

RECENT FUND ACTIVITY

A REMINDER OF WHAT YOU  
CAN DO ONLINE

The Trustee annually assesses the extent to 
which the Fund’s services provide good value 
for members. ‘Value’ is not just about the price 
of services, but also their performance against 
required standards.

FEE ASSESSMENT

The Trustee has assessed the 
extent to which the member 
borne charges represent  
value for money

Company pays for:

Member pays for:

WHO PAYS FOR WHAT FUND SERVICES?

On average, the Fund’s fees 
are 41% lower than that of 
the median comparator.

Majority of investment funds 
offered to members have 
been rated good value. 

Member borne charges 
represent good value  
for money. 

Administration services

Member communications

Trustee supervision / governance

Self-help online tools and  
benefit modellers

Professional advice to the Trustee, 
including legal, investment and audit.

Investment manager costs*

* These costs are deducted from members’ savings  
in the Fund

Regularly updated 
Fund website – Fund 

information and 
material available 24/7

 Introduction of the  
Pension Decision 

Service

New single sign on 
access to OneView from 
Colleague Connect for 

Active members

A commitment to focus 
on sustainability in 

the managing of your 
savings, investing in 

companies with  
strong Environment,  

Social and
Governance practices

OneView

 
 

Nominate 
beneficiaries

 
 
 

Review lifetime 
allowances 

status

 
 
 

Make 
investment 

choices

 
 
 

Access 
your benefit 
statement

 
 
 

View 
contribution 

history

 
 
 

Easier 
access

www.merceroneview.co.uk/ 
MMCPENSIONS
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The Trustee is required1 to prepare a statement showing 
how it has met certain minimum governance standards 
in relation to defined contribution benefits including its 
Additional Voluntary Contribution (AVC) arrangements.  

This statement describes how the Trustee has governed 
the Fund during the year to 31 December 2021 and 
covers four principal areas:

1. Investment, with particular focus on the Fund’s 
default investment arrangements. 

2. Internal controls, with particular focus on the 
processing of core financial transactions.

3. Value, with particular focus on charges and 
transaction costs deducted from members’ funds.

4. The knowledge and resources available to the 
Trustee, including how the Trustee Directors 
maintained the statutory levels of knowledge 
and understanding to govern the Fund and how 
these help the Trustee to ensure that the Fund is 
governed effectively.

The Trustee is committed to having high governance 
standards and has a number of committees which 
meet regularly to monitor the controls and processes 
in place in connection with the Fund’s investments and 
administration.  

The default investment option
The Trustee is responsible for ensuring the  
investment arrangements available to members remain 
fit for purpose. 

The Trustee’s Statement of Investment Principles 
(SIP) dated September 2021 has been included in the 
annual report and accounts; the latest version can 
also be found here. This includes the Trustee’s aims 
and objectives in relation to the default investment 
arrangements as well as the policies in relation to 

matters such as risk and diversification. It also states 
why the Trustee believes that the default investment 
arrangements are designed in members’ best interests.  
For those members who do not wish to take an active 
role in investment decisions, the Trustee offers a default 
option, known as the Target Drawdown Retirement Path.

Target Drawdown Retirement Path  
(Mercer SmartPath)

The Target Drawdown Retirement Path is aimed at 
individuals who wish to transfer their savings in the 
Fund to an income drawdown product at retirement, 
where they can take up to 25% of their savings as a tax-
free cash lump sum and invest the remainder to make 
withdrawals as required. 

Annual Report for  
the year ended  
31 December 2021

A member’s funds are invested in the Mercer Growth 
Fund until eight years before their Target Retirement 
Age. The Mercer Growth Fund invests in a diversified 
range of assets (equities, fixed income securities and 
non-traditional assets) with the objective of providing 
long term growth above inflation.

https://www.pensions.uk.mmc.com
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From eight years before a member’s target retirement 
age, assets are transferred into a Mercer Target 
Drawdown Retirement Fund based on the member’s 
expected date of retirement. Investors are moved 
gradually from assets with the potential for medium 
to high growth / risk to assets with expected low to 
medium growth / risk.

Details of two additional retirement paths targeting 
either annuity or cash can be found in the investment 
booklet on www.pensions.uk.mmc.com.

The last full review of the investment arrangement 
and default option was completed on 17 December 
2021 with advice from the Trustee’s investment advisor 
Mercer. The review covered the following areas:

 • The default arrangements in the Fund, with a 
particular focus on the at-retirement target of the 
Fund’s main default arrangement and whether this 
remained appropriate.

 • The profile of the membership, Fund experience 
and the latest industry trends on how members are 
accessing their savings at retirement. 

 • The annual Mercer Workplace Savings (MWS) 
investment strategy review.  MWS undertake a 
formal annual review of the SmartPath investment 
arrangements and wider Mercer fund offerings 
to ensure they remain appropriate and market 
leading. The review covered a number of changes 
to the underlying allocation in the risk-profiled 
funds.

 • The ongoing suitability and performance of the 
current default investment option as well as the 
technical defaults in line with the Trustee’s aims 
and objectives.

 • The self-select fund options available to members 
and whether there were any further fund options 
that might be appropriate to add or remove.

Following the review, the Trustee decided to make no 
change to the default option as it was comfortable that 
the SmartPath Target Drawdown Strategy remained 
suitable as the default investment arrangement. The 
Trustee also decided that no changes to the self-select 
fund range were warranted. It was also decided that 
the technical defaults in the Fund remained appropriate 
(which the Trustee must review and monitor in the same 
way as the current default option).

In addition in preparation for JLT Pension Scheme (“JLT 
Scheme”) members joining the Fund’s DC section, it was 
agreed to introduce three new investment options in 
early 2021 that would help facilitate a smoother asset 
transition to the Fund. The Mercer Passive Sustainable 
Global Equity Fund was also introduced in early 2021 as 
replacement for the Ethical Fund (with existing investors 
in the latter being mapped to the Passive Sustainable 
Global Equity fund).

As a result of the above mapping exercises additional 
technical defaults were created. The investment options 
classed as technical defaults in the Fund are as follows:

Technical Defaults

Mercer Lifestyle  
Targeting Annuity

Mercer Passive UK  
Equity Fund

Mercer Lifestyle  
Targeting Cash

Mercer Passive  
Overseas Equity

Mercer Moderate  
Growth Fund

Passive Sustainable  
Global Equity Fund

Mercer Growth Fund Mercer Passive UK  
Corporate Bond Fund

Mercer High  
Growth Fund

Mercer Passive Over  
5 Years Index-Linked Gilts

Mercer Active  
Global Equity

Mercer Passive Over  
15 years Gilts Fund

Mercer Active UK  
Property Fund

Mercer Diversified  
Growth Fund

Mercer Active Money  
Market Fund

Mercer Diversified  
Retirement Fund

Mercer Passive Emerging 
Markets Equity Fund

Mercer Pre- 
Retirement Fund

Over the year, the Trustee and its advisers reviewed 
the performance of all the funds available to members, 
including the default funds on a quarterly basis. The 
Trustee’s Investment Committee receives quarterly 
investment reports that include the funds’ net 
performance against their benchmarks, changes to the 
Mercer’s manager ratings and manager updates. These 
reports are reviewed by the Investment Committee 
and any concerns would be raised with the investment 
manager via Mercer.
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The Trustee is required2 to ensure that core financial 
transactions are processed promptly and accurately. 
Core financial transactions are (broadly):

 • Investment of contributions made to the Fund by 
members and their employer(s);

 • Transfers into and out of the Fund of assets relating 
to members;

 • Switches of members’ investments between 
different funds within the Fund; and

 • Payments from the Fund to or in respect of 
members (e.g. payment of death benefits).

The Trustee has delegated the administration of Fund 
member records to Mercer and agreed timescales 
for processing requests, including core financial 
functions which are well within any applicable statutory 
timescales. 

The Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and controls and 
processes in relation to core financial transactions are 
held in ‘Appendix I: Further detail on the controls and 
processes for core financial transactions’ on page 12.

The Trustee receives a quarterly stewardship report 
from the administrator that provides Mercer’s 
performance against SLAs along with commentary 
covering service volumes and noteworthy cases. The 
stewardship reports are discussed with the Trustee’s 
Finance and Operations Committee, which oversees the 
administration service.

From 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021, the overall 
service level achieved in relation to the core financial 
transactions reported quarterly to the Committee was 
86%.

In line with COVID 19 guidance from the Pensions 
Regulator the administration team, prioritised the 
processing of core financial transactions relating to 
settling benefits, investment of contributions payments 
and disinvestments. 

Requirements  
for processing  
financial transactions

It was a challenging year for the administration team 
due to a number of large complex projects and general 
increase in member activity. The Trustee’s Finance and 
Operations Committee continues to keep the quarterly 
SLAs under review with the administration team and 
takes corrective action where deemed necessary. This 
has included a focus on improving service levels and 
the Trustee is pleased to report that there has been a 
significant improvement in 2022.  

There are legacy investment policies in respect of 
Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) relating 
to service in the DB sections of the Fund which are 
held with Scottish Widows, Aviva, Clerical Medical, 
Prudential,  Standard Life, Utmost Life and Pensions as 
well as Money Purchase benefits held with Aviva and 
Aegon (inherited from the JLT Scheme). The Trustee has 
delegated the processing of these benefits to Mercer. 
These AVC and Money Purchase arrangements are 
closed to new contributions.

During the reporting period, it was identified that 
between March 2020 to September 2021 a small 
number of active members had not had the correct 
top ups applied to ensure that contributions met the 
minimum contribution requirements as set out in 
automatic enrolment legislation. 

An exercise is currently underway to make good the 
contributions that should have been paid and make up 
for any loss of investment returns. 

From October 2021 all required tops up due have been 
applied correctly and a process has been put in place to 
ensure that future top ups are correctly calculated and 
applied in a timely fashion.

Based on the controls and procedures in place, the 
Trustee is confident that the core financial transactions 
were processed promptly and accurately for the majority 
of members during the period by the administrator. 
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Charges and 
transaction costs

The Trustee is required3 to report costs borne by 
members in respect of the Fund investments and 
assess the extent that these represent good value for 
members.  When preparing this statement, the Trustee 
has taken account of statutory guidance.

There are two main types of costs borne by members: 
the Total Expense Ratio (TER) and Transaction Costs. 
If you would like more information about the TER and 
transaction costs please read ‘Appendix II: Further 
information about Charges and Transaction costs’ on 
pages 13 to 15. 

The majority of the unit linked DB AVC assets are 
invested in the funds held with Scottish Widows and are 
subject to the same costs and charges.

The Trustee can confirm that the default funds 
remain within the charge cap of 0.75% of funds under 
management. The Trustee is satisfied that the costs 
borne by members, detailed on pages 13 to 15, are 
reasonable.

Illustration of the effect of transaction costs and charges 
on members’ benefits

In accordance with regulation4, the Trustee has 
prepared illustrations detailing the impact of the costs 
and charges typically paid by a member of the Fund on 
their retirement savings pot. The statutory guidance 
provided has been considered when providing these 
examples.

The illustrations take into account:

 • Savings pot size;

 • Contributions; 

 • Real term investment return before costs and 
charges; 

 • Adjustment for the effect of costs and charges  
and time.

Overleaf is an illustration of the impact of charges on a 
typical member’s pension pot. This includes all member 
costs, including the Total Expense Ratio and transaction 
costs, as well as inflation. If you would like to see the 
illustrations for the additional technical defaults please 
read ‘Appendix III: Additional illustrations of the effect of 
costs borne by members’ on page 16.
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Notes:

1. Projected pension pot values are shown in today’s terms

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £54,000

3. Contributions, starting at £660 per month, are assumed  
from age 17 to 65 

4. Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% p.a.

5. Salary is assumed to increase in line with inflation

6. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

7. The projected growth rate for each fund is as follows: 

a.  Mercer Smarthpath Drawdown lifestyle strategy (Default 
Arrangement): 1.455% p.a. gross expected real return above 
inflation for the growth phase and 0.200% p.a. gross expected 
real return below inflation at retirement 

b. Mercer Smarthpath Annuity lifestyle strategy (Default 
Arrangement): 1.455% p.a. gross expected real return above 
inflation for the growth phase and 1.261% p.a. gross expected 
real return below inflation at retirement

c. Mercer Smarthpath Cash lifestyle strategy  
(Default Arrangement): 1.455% p.a. gross expected real return 
above inflation for the growth phase and 1.737% p.a. gross 
expected real return below inflation at retirement

d. Mercer Active Emerging Markets Equity Fund (most expensive 
and highest return fund): 4.04% p.a. gross expected real 
return above inflation

e. Mercer Passive UK Equity Fund (least expensive): 2.50% p.a. 
gross expected real return above inflation

(Inflation refers to a general rise in the level of prices sometimes referred 
to as the rise in the cost of living. Some funds may have assumed returns 
below inflation, this means that overtime the cost of living could outstrip 
the investment returns- this is typically for low growth, low risk funds such 
as cash).

Year 
End

Mercer Smartpath 
Drawdown Strategy  

(current default)

Mercer Smartpath  
Annuity Strategy

(Technical Default)

Mercer Smartpath 
Cash Strategy

(Technical Default)

Active Emerging Market 
Equities Fund

(most expensive)

Mercer Passive UK Equity 
Fund*

(least expensive)

Pot Size with 
no Charges 

Incurred

Pot Size with 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size with 
no Charges 

Incurred

Pot Size with 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size with 
no Charges 

Incurred

Pot Size with 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size with 
no Charges 

Incurred

Pot Size with 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size with 
no Charges 

Incurred

Pot Size with 
Charges 
Incurred

1 £62 758 £62 506 £62 758 £62 506 £62,758 £62,506 £64,247 £63,239 £63,360 £63,319

5 £99 084 £97 427 £99 084 £97 427 £99,084 £97,427 £109,548 £102,473 £103,201 £102,919

10 £147 544 £143 175 £147 544 £143 175 £147,544 £143,175 £177,262 £157,069 £158,868 £158,087

15 £199 634 £191 366 £199 634 £191 366 £199,634 £191,366 £259,807 £218,560 £221,849 £220,303

20 £255 624 £242 132 £255 624 £242 132 £255,624 £242,132 £360,430 £287,819 £293,107 £290,465

25 £315 807 £295 610 £315 807 £295 610 £315,807 £295,610 £483,091 £365,824 £373,728 £369,589

30 £380 497 £351 945 £380 497 £351 945 £380,497 £351,945 £632,617 £453,682 £464,944 £458,821

35 £450 032 £411 289 £450 032 £411 289 £450,032 £411,289 £814,891 £552,637 £568,147 £559,450

40 £522 500 £471 560 £522 231 £472 380 £523,475 £472,571 £1,037,086 £664,091 £684,911 £672,934

41 £534 885 £481 658 £534 008 £482 446 £535,951 £483,031 £1,087,054 £688,017 £710,044 £697,314

42 £546 660 £491 299 £543 898 £491 179 £547,311 £492,360 £1,139,041 £712,519 £735,806 £722,287

43 £558 063 £500 466 £552 203 £498 512 £556,768 £500,513 £1,193,128 £737,611 £762,211 £747,868

44 £569 073 £509 132 £558 866 £504 408 £563,746 £506,231 £1,249,400 £763,307 £789,277 £774,072

45 £578 771 £516 552 £563 752 £508 609 £567,490 £509,423 £1,307,946 £789,621 £817,019 £800,913

46 £587 088 £522 708 £566 576 £511 052 £568,334 £510,071 £1,368,858 £816,569 £845,455 £828,407

47 £593 839 £527 584 £567 299 £511 806 £566,343 £508,288 £1,432,230 £844,166 £874,602 £856,571

48 £600 562 £532 411 £568 019 £512 604 £564,363 £506,589 £1,498,163 £872,427 £904,477 £885,419
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Net Return on  
Investments

From 1 October 2021 trustees of all relevant pension 
schemes are required5 to calculate and state the return 
on investments from their default and self-select 
funds, net of transaction costs and charges, for all the 
funds members were invested in over the year to 31 
December 2021.  

The table below shows the net performance, net of all 
charges and transaction costs, of the current default 
investment strategy. This has been prepared in line 
with statutory guidance. If you would like to see further 
performance information on the self-select and legacy 
investment policies please read ‘Appendix IV: Additional 
Net Performance Returns’ on page 18.

For those members within 8 years of retirement the 
date of the fund corresponds to the year they are 
intending to retire. Over time the expected performance 
of the fund will change as the member approaches their 
selected retirement age and the investments change as 
described in the graph on page 1.

Life Style 
Strategies

Fund 1 Year Net 
Annualised Returns 

to 31 December 
2021 (%)*

Growth Phase 
(until 8 years of 

retirement)

Mercer Growth 11.40

Mercer SmartPath 
Drawdown

(in respect of 
members within 8 

years to retirement)

Target Drawdown 2022 6.10

Target Drawdown 2023 7.30

Target Drawdown 2024 8.40

Target Drawdown 2025 9.30

Target Drawdown 2026 9.80

Target Drawdown 2027 10.30

Target Drawdown 2028 10.90

Target Drawdown 2029 11.40

Drawdown Retirement 5.30

Source: MWS, Scottish Widows

Performance shown net of all charges and transaction costs. Performance 
has been calculated based on a fixed weighted average of underlying fund 
performance in the lifestyle. 

Members are invested in the growth phase of each lifestyle strategy until 
8 years from retirement. Therefore, the return is expected to be consistent 
at age 25, 45 and 55 and therefore these ages have not been disclosed 
separately. The growth phase is the same for all lifestyles.

*The date of inception of these funds was August 2019 and therefore 
longer term performance is currently not available
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Value for Members 

When assessing the charges and transaction costs 
which are payable by members, the Trustee is required 
to consider the extent to which these represent good 
value for members. There is no legal definition of “good 
value”, so the process of determining good value is a 
subjective one.  

Over the second quarter of 2022, the Trustee with 
support from its advisers, Mercer Ltd, has undertaken 
a value for members assessment and has assessed the 
extent to which the charges and transaction costs set 
out above represent good value for members for the 
year ending 31 December 2021. 

In the Trustee’s opinion, the charges paid by members 
provide good value in relation to the benefits and 
services offered to members of the Fund.  

The assessment covered a wide range of financial and 
non-financial factors including:

 • An assessment of member-borne charges for each 
of the funds available in the Fund (this included 
benchmarking against comparable funds in each 
asset class based on peer group data provided by 
the Fund’s investment advisors);

 • A review of transaction costs and charges  
where available;

 • A review of the other features that are paid for 
by the employer and deliver good value for 
members. In particular, the Employer pays for the 
administration costs of the Fund. Other features 
and services that strengthen the  
Fund’s value proposition include efficient 
administration services, member communication 
and trustee oversight.  

The Trustee has considered how the charges borne by 
members (the costs of membership) compare against 
the services and benefits provided by the Fund (the 
benefits of membership).  The benefits of membership 
include (amongst other things): the design of the 
default arrangement and how this reflects the interests 
of members; the range of investment options and 
strategies; the efficiency of the administration processes 
provided by Mercer; the quality of communications 
delivered to members; and the quality of support 
services and Fund governance.

Legacy Investment Policies

The Trustee also considered the DB AVC arrangements 
and additional Money Purchase assets held within the 
Fund as part of the value for members assessment. 
The legacy AVC assets and Money Purchase assets are 
invested in with-profits policies and unit linked funds 
with various providers. The majority of the unit linked 
assets are invested in the same funds as the main  
DC Assets.

Assessing the value for money of a with-profits fund is 
directly related to an individual’s attitude towards, and 
capacity for, investment risk. Therefore, the Trustee 
considers it inappropriate to reach a general conclusion 
on value for members for the with-profits funds as this 
will vary from policy to policy and by member.

Broadly the terms offered to members are not out of 
line with the AVC market. Members have also been 
offered access to a wider range of funds at lower 
cost through the delegated MWS solution accessed 
via Scottish Widows. It is recognised that the legacy 
unit linked funds invested with Aegon, which were 
inherited from the JLT Scheme, are not value for money 
from a cost perspective and the Trustee is currently 
investigating how value can be improved.

The Trustee undertakes annual assessments and the 
next formal Value for Members assessment will take 
place for the year ending 31 December 2022.
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Trustee knowledge 
and understanding

The Trustee Directors are required6 to maintain an 
appropriate level of knowledge and understanding that, 
together with professional advice available to them, 
enables them to properly exercise their functions and 
duties in relation to the Fund. 

The Trustee Directors have a working knowledge 
of the Trust Deed and Rules, the current Statement 
of Investment Principles, as well as knowledge of 
documents setting out the Trustee’s current policies. 

During the year the Trustee has considered various 
matters relating to activities in the Fund which has 
strengthened their knowledge and understanding of 
both the Fund as well as Pensions and Trust Law. In 
addition, the Trustee also received pension industry 
briefings and training on the implications to the Fund. 
If you would like to find out more about the various 
activities undertaken by the Trustee please refer to 
‘Appendix V: Trustee knowledge and understanding 
Activities during the year‘ on page 20.

The Trustee receives professional advice from 
Mercer and Linklaters to support it in reviewing the 
performance of the Fund and in governing the Fund in 
line with the Trust Deed and Rules. The advice received 
along with the Trustee Directors’ own experience allows 
them to properly exercise their function as Trustee 
Directors. 

Newly-appointed Trustee Directors are also provided 
with individual training upon appointment.  In addition, 
the Trustee Directors undertake to complete the 
Pension Regulator’s Trustee Toolkit as updated from 
time to time.

Trustee Directors have the Pensions Regulator’s DC 
Code of Practice as a standing item on their agenda, 
with progress on actions identified as part of the full 
review undertaken at least annually.

As a result of the training activities which have been 
completed by the Trustee Directors and taking into 
account the professional advice available to the Trustee, 
the Trustee is confident that the combined knowledge 
and understanding of the Trustee Board enables it to 
exercise properly its functions as the Trustee of  
the Fund.

Chair’s declaration

This statement has been prepared in line with 
regulations7 and I confirm that the above statement has 
been produced by the Trustee of the MMC UK Pension 
Fund. 

Signed……………………………

Date..……………………………..

Bruce Rigby – Chair of the Trustee

1 Reg 23(1) – Administration Regulations 1996 Regulations effective from 6 
April 2015 (updated 6 April 2018)

2 The Occupational Pension Schemes (Scheme Administration) Regulations 
1996 (the “Administration Regulations”), Reg 23(1)(b) – Administration 
Regulations 1996

3 Regulation 23(1)(c)(I to IV) – Administration Regulations 1996

4 Regulation 23(1)(ca) of the Administration Regulations as inserted by 
the Occupational Pension Schemes (Administration and Disclosure) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2018

5 Occupational Pension Schemes (Administration, Investment, Charges and 
Governance) (Amendment) Regulations 2021 (‘the 2021 Regulations’)

6 Reg 23(1)(d) – Administration Regulations 1996 and Sections 247 and 248 
of the Pensions Act 2004

7 Regulation 23 of the Occupational Pension Schemes (Scheme 
Administration) Regulations 1996 as amended by the Occupational 
Pension Schemes (Charges and Governance) 2015 (together ‘the 
Regulations’)

Technical Appendices

28/07/2022

Bruce Rigby
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Appendix I: Further detail on the controls and processes for core 
financial transactions

Mercer records all member transactions and benefit 
processing activities in a work management system 
which assigns the relevant timescale to the task.

The processes adopted by the administrator to help 
meet the SLAs include:

• Transactions recorded and monitored on the
workflow system.

• Member / policyholder transactions are
independently checked via a quality queue within
the workflow process. Each transaction event has
a number of specific pre-configured system quality
steps in the workflow process. At each quality
step once an administrator completes a manual
calculation, inputs data or runs an automated
process this is sent to the quality queue to be
picked up by an authorised member of the team to
check and authorise electronically.

• Investment deadline (3 working days) on receipt of
DC contributions (from receipt of reconciled and
validated contribution data and money) hardcoded
into workflow system which feeds into a central
investment cycle spreadsheet which is monitored
and reviewed to highlight exceptions.

• Daily monitoring of bank accounts (and separate
cheque receipt log, which is reconciled daily and is
maintained by a central treasury team).

• Two individuals checking all investment and
banking transactions.

• Monthly reconciliation of contributions received.

• Input onto the administration system and any
subsequent changes approved by an authorised
individual.

Fund SLA’s are as follows:

SLA Transaction type

3 working days Contribution Processing

5 working days Investment Transactions

8 working days Deaths

10 working days Retirements

10 working days Transfers out

10 working days Transfers in

As a wider review of the Fund administrator, the Trustee 
receives details of the administrator’s control 
procedures that govern the accuracy of their processes. 
The administrator employs an independent auditor 
to prepare an annual report on their internal controls 
(AAF01/06/ ISAE 3402). The 2020 report, which has been 
shared with the Fund Secretary, confirmed that the 
administrator’s description of services was fairly 
presented and that controls were designed, 
implemented and operated effectively throughout the 
review period. 

The Trustee also monitors the accuracy of the Fund’s 
common data annually. Common data refers to the 11 
pieces of data needed so that a member can be uniquely 
identified and the Pensions Regulator expects that all 
schemes should hold this data for all members (for 
example name, date of birth and gender) . A summary 
report is received from the Fund administrator. Reasons 
for any decline in common data score are considered as 
are the remedial measures available to the Trustee. 

The Payment Schedule sets out timescales for the 
Company to remit monthly contributions to the Fund. 
However, agreed practice provides for payment of 
contributions in advance of these timescales.  The 
deduction and payment of contributions is reviewed by 
the Trustee on an ongoing basis. 

The Trustee also appoints an independent auditor to 
carry out an annual audit of the Fund, including the core 
financial transactions which have taken place during the 
Fund year.
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Appendix II: Further information about Charges and Transaction Costs

Total Expense Ratio (TER) consists principally of the 
manager’s annual charge for managing and operating a 
fund, but also includes the costs for other services paid 
for by the fund, such as the legal costs, registration fees 
and custodian fees.

Transaction costs are the expenses associated with 
a member trading in and out of a fund as well as 
the investment manager trading a fund’s underlying 
securities, including commissions and stamp duty. 

Lifestyles
Investment Strategy Mercer Funds TER (%p.a.) Transaction Cost(c) (%p.a.) 

Growth phase(a) Mercer Growth 0.211 0.226

Mercer SmartPath Drawdown(a) Target Drawdown 2022 0.253 0.139

Target Drawdown 2023 0.275 0.157

Target Drawdown 2024 0.276 0.176

Target Drawdown 2025 0.273 0.195

Target Drawdown 2026 0.260 0.202

Target Drawdown 2027 0.248 0.208

Target Drawdown 2028 0.235 0.214

Target Drawdown 2029 0.224 0.220

Drawdown Retirement 0.250 0.139

Mercer SmartPath Annuity(b) Target Annuity 2022 0.119 0.015

Target Annuity 2023 0.149 0.040

Target Annuity 2024 0.158 0.067

Target Annuity 2025 0.176 0.093

Target Annuity 2026 0.187 (d)

Target Annuity 2027 0.197 0.015

Target Annuity 2028 0.208 0.070

Target Annuity 2029 0.219 (d)

Annuity Retirement 0.112 0.013

Mercer SmartPath Cash(b) Target Cash 2022 0.140 0.017

Target Cash 2023 0.161 0.044

Target Cash 2024 0.163 0.074

Target Cash 2025 0.164 0.103

Target Cash 2026 0.173 0.132

Target Cash 2027 0.187 0.156

Target Cash 2028 0.201 0.179

Target Cash 2029 0.214 0.202

Cash Retirement 0.130 0.015

Self-select investment options

Risk Profiled Funds TER (% p.a.) Transaction Costs(c) (%p.a.)

Mercer Defensive 0.180 0.073

Mercer Moderate Growth(b) 0.217 0.163

Mercer Growth 0.211 0.226

Mercer High Growth(b) 0.215 0.227
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Self-select investment options

Building Block Funds TER (% p.a.) Transaction Costs(c) (%p.a.) 

Mercer Active Emerging Markets Equity 0.960 1.140

Mercer Active Global Equity(b) 0.730 0.067

Mercer Active Sustainable Global Equity 0.654 0.285

Mercer Active UK Property(b) 0.705 0.040

Mercer Active Money Market(b) 0.130 0.015

Mercer Passive Emerging Markets Equity(b) 0.166 0.136

Mercer Passive Overseas Equity(b) 0.075 0.017

Mercer Passive Overseas Equity Hedged 0.100 -0.036

Mercer Passive Sustainable Global Equity(b) 0.130 -0.012

Mercer Passive UK Equity(b) 0.065 0.058

Mercer Passive UK Corporate Bond(b) 0.085 0.038

Mercer Passive Over 5 Years Index-Linked Gilts(b) 0.075 0.009

Mercer Passive Over 15 year Gilts(b) 0.075 0.003

Mercer Inflation Linked Pre-Retirement 0.105 0.005

Mercer Pre-Retirement(b) 0.105 0.012

Mercer Diversified Growth(b) 0.318 0.217

Mercer Diversified Retirement(b) 0.317 0.177

Mercer Shariah 0.340 0.028

Ethical (to 30 March 2021) 0.240 0.000

Source: Scottish Widows. 

The TER includes the annual management charge and the additional fund 
expenses as at 31 December 2021

 (a) Current Default investment option

 (b) Technical default investment option

 (c) Due to the way in which transaction costs are calculated, they can be 
negative or positive in nature and so in practice the total charge would be 
less; a negative figure is effectively a gain from trading activity, whilst a 
positive figure is effectively an additional cost from trading activity

(d) Underlying data is not available, however there were no members 
invested in this fund during the year to 31 December 2021
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The Trustee has also obtained transaction charges and 
costs from the external legacy investment providers 
in which the Fund’s members are invested and have 
reported this as far as they are able in the table below.

Legacy Investment Policies
Provider Fund TER (%p.a.) Transaction Costs (%p.a.) 

Aegon Mixed 1.03(a) 0.050

Aviva With Profits (NU) Fund N/A(b) 0.880

With Profits Guaranteed (NU) Fund N/A(b) 0.880

Clerical Medical With Profits (SING CONTS) Pension (C) (C)

Prudential(a) Prudential With Profits Cash 
Accumulation Fund 

0.94 0.000

With Profits I Fund 1.00 N/A(b)

With Profits II Fund 1.00 N/A(b)

Discretionary Fund 0.79 0.070

UK Equity Fund 0.77 0.100

International Equity Fund 0.79 -0.05

Standard Life With Profits Fund N/A(b) 0.001

Millennium With Profits Fund N/A(b) 0.002

Pension Inflation Plus Fund N/A(b) 0.000

Utmost Multi-Asset Cautious 0.75 0.840

Multi-Asset Moderate 0.75 0.880

Source: Legacy investment providers

Prudential transaction costs as at 31 September 2021

 (a) Aegon have confirmed that the AMC is 1% and that in addition there 
is an end of year charge of 0.75% of the value accrued by regular NPR 
premiums and an additional paid up charge applicable to some plans.

(b) Aviva and Standard Life have confirmed that these charges and costs are 
implicit and therefore cannot be disclosed. 

(C) Clerical Medical did not provide the transaction costs or charges 
applicable to the funds above in time for inclusion in this statement, they 
have previously confirmed that there is an annual management charge 
of 0.50% which is taken into account in the annual bonus suggesting it 
is implicit. The Trustee is working with their advisors to obtain this. This 
information will continue to be requested from the providers until the 
underlying managers are in a position to provide the transaction costs.
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Appendix III: Additional illustrations of the effect  
of costs borne by members
Projected Pot sizes in Today’s Terms  
(with future contributions)

Notes:

1. Projected pension pot values are shown in today’s terms 

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £54,000

3. Contributions, starting at £660 per month, are assumed from  
age 17 to 65 

4. Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% p.a.

5. Salary is assumed to increase in line with inflation

6. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

7. Projected Growth Rates less inflation (gross of fees) for each fund:

Mercer Moderate Growth:  
0.58%

Mercer Active Money Market: 
-1.88%

Mercer  High Growth:  
1.79%

Mercer Passive Emerging Markets 
Equity: 2.64%

Mercer Active Global Equity: 
3.35%

Mercer Passive Overseas Equity: 
2.50%

Mercer Active UK Property:  
0.94%

Year 
End

Mercer Moderate 
Growth

Mercer High Growth Mercer Active Global 
Equity

Mercer Active UK 
Property

Mercer Active Money 
Market

Mercer Passive 
Emerging Markets 

Equity

Mercer Passive 
Overseas Equity

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

1 £62,251 £62,027 £62,950 £62,701 £63,850 £63,261 £62,462 £62,021 £60,919 £60,831 £63,441 £63,249 £63,360 £63,313

5 £95,734 £94,304 £100,377 £98,730 £106,659 £102,579 £97,111 £94,290 £87,416 £86,899 £103,762 £102,452 £103,201 £102,876

10 £138,682 £135,037 £151,050 £146,645 £168,749 £157,267 £142,287 £135,042 £118,031 £116,822 £160,448 £156,818 £158,868 £157,968

15 £182,880 £176,204 £206,416 £197,973 £241,956 £218,831 £189,627 £176,262 £146,079 £144,040 £225,021 £217,819 £221,849 £220,066

20 £228,363 £217,810 £266,910 £252,958 £328,274 £288,135 £239,233 £217,955 £171,775 £168,796 £298,578 £286,265 £293,107 £290,061

25 £275,169 £259,858 £333,006 £311,859 £430,049 £366,154 £291,216 £260,126 £195,317 £191,314 £382,370 £363,065 £373,728 £368,957

30 £323,336 £302,354 £405,224 £374,955 £550,048 £453,982 £345,688 £302,780 £216,886 £211,796 £477,819 £449,238 £464,944 £457,887

35 £372,904 £345,303 £484,131 £442,545 £691,537 £552,853 £402,768 £345,924 £236,646 £230,426 £586,549 £545,929 £568,147 £558,126

40 £423,914 £388,709 £570,346 £514,950 £858,363 £664,156 £462,583 £389,563 £254,750 £247,371 £710,406 £654,420 £684,911 £671,112

45 £476,408 £432,577 £664,545 £592,512 £1,055,063 £789,454 £525,262 £433,702 £271,335 £262,783 £851,497 £776,153 £817,019 £798,468

48 £508,634 £459,122 £725,203 £641,677 £1,189,610 £872,073 £564,301 £460,429 £280,612 £271,354 £945,406 £856,213 £904,477 £882,529
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Year 
End

Mercer Passive 
Sustainable 

Global Equity

Mercer Passive  
UK Corporate Bond

Mercer Passive  
Over 5 Years Index-

Linked Gilts

Mercer Passive  
Over 15 Year Gilts

Mercer Pre-
Retirement

Mercer Diversified 
Growth

Mercer Diversified 
Retirement

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with no 
Charges 
Incurred

Pot Size 
with 

Charges 
Incurred

1 £63,360 £63,278 £61,453 £61,401 £60,916 £60,865 £60,911 £60,866 £61,285 £61,216 £62,573 £62,218 £62,083 £61,804

5 £103,201 £102,638 £90,667 £90,349 £87,398 £87,097 £87,368 £87,099 £89,629 £89,212 £97,851 £95,551 £94,647 £92,890

10 £158,868 £157,311 £125,873 £125,101 £117,989 £117,283 £117,916 £117,287 £123,336 £122,339 £144,245 £138,277 £135,874 £131,456

15 £221,849 £218,768 £159,676 £158,326 £146,007 £144,816 £145,884 £144,821 £155,227 £153,503 £193,331 £182,211 £177,689 £169,700

20 £293,107 £287,850 £192,131 £190,093 £171,670 £169,929 £171,489 £169,935 £185,397 £182,822 £245,264 £227,387 £220,100 £207,625

25 £373,728 £365,502 £223,294 £220,464 £195,174 £192,833 £194,930 £192,841 £213,941 £210,403 £300,209 £273,841 £263,116 £245,233

30 £464,944 £452,790 £253,215 £249,501 £216,703 £213,724 £216,390 £213,733 £240,946 £236,351 £358,342 £321,608 £306,746 £282,528

35 £568,147 £550,907 £281,943 £277,262 £236,422 £232,778 £236,038 £232,788 £266,495 £260,762 £419,846 £370,725 £350,998 £319,511

40 £684,911 £661,198 £309,527 £303,805 £254,482 £250,156 £254,025 £250,167 £290,666 £283,727 £484,918 £421,232 £395,881 £356,186

45 £817,019 £785,174 £336,011 £329,181 £271,024 £266,007 £270,493 £266,019 £313,534 £305,331 £553,765 £473,166 £441,404 £392,554

48 £904,477 £866,825 £351,392 £343,869 £280,274 £274,841 £279,698 £274,853 £326,659 £317,674 £596,975 £505,029 £469,029 £414,229

Notes:

1. Projected pension pot values are shown in today’s terms 

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £54,000

3. Contributions, starting at £660 per month, are assumed from  
age 17 to 65 

4. Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% p.a.

5. Salary is assumed to increase in line with inflation

6. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

7. Projected Growth Rates less inflation (gross of fees) for each fund:

Mercer Passive Sustainable 
Global Equity: 2.50%

Mercer Pre-Retirement:  
-1.10%

Mercer Passive UK Corporate 
Bond: -0.81%

Mercer Diversified Growth:  
1.13%

Mercer Passive Over 5 Years 
Index-Linked Gilts: -1.74%

Mercer Diversified Retirement: 
0.28%

Mercer Passive Over 15 Year Gilts:          
-1.75%

(Inflation refers to a general rise in the level of prices sometimes referred 
to as the rise in the cost of living. Some funds may have assumed returns 
below inflation, this means that overtime the cost of living could outstrip 
the investment returns- this is typically for low growth, low risk funds such 
as cash).
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Appendix IV: Additional Net Performance Return

The tables below show performance, net of all charges 
and transaction costs, for the additional funds invested 
in by members during the Fund year.  

Alternative Life 
Style Strategies

Fund 1 Year Net 
Annualised Returns 

to 31 December 
2021 (%)(b)

Growth Phase 
(until 8 years of 

retirement)

Mercer Growth 11.4

Mercer SmartPath 
Annuity(a)

(in respect of 
members within 8 

years to retirement)

Target Annuity 2022 -3.9

Target Annuity 2023 -2.3

Target Annuity 2024 -0.6

Target Annuity 2025 1.5

Target Annuity 2027 6.0

Annuity Retirement -3.7

Mercer SmartPath 
Cash(a)

(in respect of 
members within 8 

years to retirement)

Target Cash 2022 0.4

Target Cash 2023 1.3

Target Cash 2024 2.3

Target Cash 2025 3.2

Target Cash 2026 4.8

Target Cash 2027 6.7

Target Cash 2028 8.7

Target Cash 2029 10.8

Cash Retirement 0.0

Self-Select Investment Funds

Risk Profiled funds 1 Year Net Annualised 
returns to 31 December 

2021 (%)(b)

Mercer Defensive 2.3

Mercer Moderate Growth(a) 8.5

Mercer Growth 11.4

Mercer High Growth(a) 14.3

Building Block Funds 1 Year Net Annualised 
returns to 31 December 

2021 (%)(b)

Mercer Active Emerging Markets Equity 0.9

Mercer Active Global Equity(a) 18.6

Mercer Active Sustainable Global Equity 20.1

Mercer Active UK Property(a) 24.1

Mercer Active Money Market(a) 0.0

Mercer Passive Overseas Equity(a) 23.3

Mercer Passive Sustainable Global Equity(a) 23.2

Building Block Funds 1 Year Net Annualised 
returns to 31 December 

2021 (%)(b)

Mercer Passive UK Equity(a) 17.1

Mercer Passive UK Corporate Bond(a) -3.0

Mercer Passive Over 15 year Gilts(a) -6.6

Mercer Inflation Linked Pre-Retirement -0.1

Mercer Pre-Retirement(a) -4.9

Mercer Diversified Growth(a) 9.9

Mercer Diversified Retirement 7.2

Mercer Shariah 27.2

Funds that were introduced or removed in 2021 since inception

Mercer Passive Emerging Markets Equity(a)   
(from 9 April 2021)

-4.8%

Mercer Passive Overseas Equity Hedged  
(from 15 April 2021)

13.4%

Mercer Passive Over 5 Years Index-Linked Gilts(a) 
(from 28 April 2021)

10.4%

Ethical Fund (to 30 March 2021) 13.8% p.a.

Source: MWS, Scottish Widows Performance shown net of all charges 
and transaction costs. Performance has been calculated based on a fixed 
weighted average of underlying fund performance in the lifestyle. 

Members are invested in the growth phase of each lifestyle strategy until 
8 years from retirement. Therefore, the return is expected to be consistent 
at age 25, 45 and 55 and therefore these ages have not been disclosed 
separately. The growth phase is the same for all lifestyles.

For those members within 8 years to retirement the date of the fund 
corresponds to the year they are intending to retire. Over time the expected 
performance of the fund will change as the member approaches their 
selected retirement age and the investments change as described in the 
graph on page 4.

a) Technical Defaults

b) The date of inception of these funds was August 2019 and therefore 
longer term performance is not available
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Legacy Investment Policies

Provider Fund 1 Year Net Annualised 
Returns to 31 

December 2021 (%)

Aegon Mixed 10.5

Aviva With Profits (NU) Fund (a)

With Profits Guaranteed 
(NU) Fund

(a)

Clerical Medical With Profits (SING 
CONTS) Pension

(a)

Prudential(a) Prudential With Profits 
Cash Accumulation Fund 

(a)

With Profits I Fund (a)

With Profits II Fund (a)

Discretionary Fund 11.6

UK Equity Fund 15.5

International  
Equity Fund

14.0

Standard Life With Profits Fund (a)

Millennium With  
Profits Fund

(a)

Pension Inflation  
Plus Fund

(a)

Utmost Multi-Asset Cautious    5.0

Multi-Asset Moderate  12.4

Source: Legacy investment providers, Performance shown net of all 
charges and transaction costs

(a)   Performance information is not available for With Profits funds. 
Members receive annual bonuses, which do not reflect the underlying 
fund’s investment performance due to smoothing (keeping some of the 
return back in good years to support bonus rates in years where the 
investment return has been lower). The timing of the annual bonus varies 
by Provider. The amount a member will receive will depend on when they 
take their benefit and any terminal bonus payable at the time. The level of 
terminal bonus is dependent on a number of factors and typically is only 
guaranteed at the normal retirement age under the policy, or death.  
The Trustee will consider how best to improve reporting for net 
performance for With Profits Funds in the future in light of any updated 
statutory guidance.
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Appendix V: Trustee knowledge and understanding 
Activities during the year

The Trustee has undertaken regular formal training 
throughout the year including:

• Task Force for Climate Change Disclosures

• Value for members assessments

• Wind up requirements

• Investment review training

• Requirements for the Chair’s Statement

• Member Engagement

• Code of Practice 13

Requirement- The Trustee must 
describe and demonstrate:

How this was met during the year

A working knowledge of the Trust 
Deed and Rules.

The Trustee is conversant with, and has demonstrated a working knowledge of, the Trust Deed and Rules by:

• Exercising their discretion when considering payment to beneficiaries in line with the Rules.

• Understanding rules (with legal advice where required) with regards to the administration of the Fund.

If there are any ambiguities over the interpretation of the Rules legal advice is sought from the Fund’s legal advisors.

A working knowledge of the current 
Statement of Investment Principles 
(SIP).

The Trustee is conversant with, and has a working knowledge of, the current SIP. 

The Trustee undertakes regular training on investment matters and is comfortable that the Trustee Directors have 
sufficient knowledge of investment matters to be able to challenge their advisor. 

This year the Trustee has demonstrated this by reviewing the investment arrangements.

A working knowledge of all 
documents setting out the Trustee's 
current policies.

The Trustee Directors considered a number of Fund documents and member communications including: 

• The drafting of the implementation Statement and Statement of Investment Principles

• CMA objectives

• Services and communications through the Fund’s Pension Decision Service
The Trustee has a rolling review of the Fund documentation and policies in place to ensure that these are kept up to 
date and reviewed regularly with time set aside at each Trustee meeting to consider these as appropriate. 

That they have sufficient knowledge 
and understanding of the law relating 
to pensions and trusts.

During the course of the Fund year the Trustee has undertaken ongoing training to keep abreast of relevant 
developments. This included: 

• Quarterly briefings on changes to Pensions law and their possible impact on the Fund such as: 

• Publication requirements for Implementation Statements and SIPs.

• DC Code and the Regulator’s expectations.

• Structured Trustee training sessions covering topics such as Mercers research and rating process and how ESG is 
integrated into the default and self-select range. 

The Trustee Directors consider their training needs at each quarterly meeting aligning this with the DC Code of Practice.

That they have sufficient knowledge 
and understanding of the relevant 
principles relating to the funding and 
investment of occupational scheme.

During the course of the year the Trustee reviewed: 

• The mapping of members in the JLT Pension Scheme to the Fund

• Reviewed the default fund and self-select fund range

• The AVC arrangements in the Fund

• Technical Defaults

• Implemented new investment choices

The Trustee receives regular updates from their advisors on funding and investment matters and these are considered 
not only at the quarterly Investment Committee meetings, but also the quarterly Trustee meetings as standing items.

That their combined knowledge 
and understanding, together with 
available advice, enables them to 
properly exercise their functions.

During the year, the Trustee Directors, working with their advisors undertook a number of activities that involved giving 
detailed consideration to pensions and trust law, the Fund’s governing documents and the Statement of Investment 
Principles.

• Implementation Statement Requirements

• AVC duties

During the period, the Trustee undertook a number of 
activities that involved giving consideration to pensions 
and trust law, the Fund’s governing documents and the 
Statement of Investment Principles. This allowed them 
to exercise their knowledge and understanding and 
to further strengthen their capabilities, for example, 
by developing their knowledge and understanding 
of the relevant principles relating to the funding and 
investment of occupational pension schemes. Additional 
training requirements that have been met during the 
period to which this Statement relates are as follows:




